


Social

Reclaim your brand at 
the local level in social

Facebook pages for each location

Places for customers to check in

Social profiles that get you into Google

Real-time customer feedback



Social: Posting

The platform is nothing if not versatile. Posting is a snap, whether 
you’re making a simple update for one location, or creating a specific 
post for an entire region across Facebook, Foursquare, and Google+.

Multi-Page Posting: No matter how many locations you have, 
effortlessly post to multiple pages.

Multi-Platform Posting: Whichever networks you rep, you can reach 
them all at once.

Dynamic Localized Content: Location-specific profile fields,  
like address and phone number, dynamically populate so you  
can focus on creating unique content.

Scheduled Posts: Write posts in advance and set a date and time 
for them to be published.



Social: Facebook

It’s not exactly news that Facebook has major reach. That includes 
local. In fact, it’s captured more than 13% of local search. Create 
and manage Facebook location pages so you’re sure to have big 
presence.

Up to 5 Categories: Be a bright red balloon in a haystack: Select up 
to five categories from our list of 2,500-mapped Facebook base.

Hours: Knowing when you’re open for business is key. List store
hours and update them with ease.

Photo Gallery:  Vibrant 460 x 720 resolution photos give shape to 
your locations.

Likes Roll-Up: Track total “likes” across local pages from all your
fans, wherever they are. (Not available in Native Insights.)
 
Core Geodata: Automatically sync 26 core geodata fields, like
name and address, that define each unique location.

Lat/Long: Pinpoint locations with precise accuracy.

Were Here Tracking: Ensure your customers check in at the right 
place. Track Were Here counts across all your local pages. (Not 
available in Native Insights.)

Calendars: Highlight special events and news.

Products & Services: Elucidate the essence of your business.

Bios: Add a face to your page with Staff Bios.

Menus: Easily edit fare offerings to whet appetites.

Create Local Pages: Facebook supports pages for individual 
locations, providing each locale its own unique identity. Instantly 
create local pages for your brand locations.

Delete and Merge Pages: If your brand has multiple locations, we 
can identify existing duplicate pages and seamlessly merge them so 
your house is in order.

Cover Photo: Upload a 851 x 315 resolution cover photo exclusive 
to a location, or a uniform image across all your pages for brand 
consistency.

Brand Logo: To unify brand identity, cascade your brand logo to 
local pages from your brand page.



Social: Facebook (Cont.)

Comment From Platform: Be a part of the local conversation (or 
not): Respond to fan and follower posts and comments directly 
through the platform, or disable comments altogether.

Post Stream: Review your post history at will.



Social: Foursquare

It doesn’t get much more local than Foursquare. Set up profiles on 
the leading location-based social network of 45 million members 
finding places they love.

Payments: Choose payment methods from major credit cards to 
wire transfers to invoicing.

Foursquare Special Offer Integration: Create special offers exclusive 
to Foursquare to attract more visits.

Real-Time Updates: Update essential content and info in real time.

Categories: Notice getting noticed: Select up to five categories from 
our list of 2,500-mapped Foursquare base.

Tip Alerts: Hear what customers are saying in real time when they 
post a tip with alerts–and respond in kind.

Respond to Tips

Core Geodata: Automatically sync 26 core geodata fields, like name 
and address, that define each unique location.

Hours: Knowing when you’re open for business is key. List store 
hours and update them with ease.

Track Check-Ins: Track Swarm check ins, both by the total amount 
and by member profile per location.

Lat/Long: Pinpoint locations with precise accuracy.



Social: Google+

Integrated with the world’s most used search engine, Google’s social 
network is becoming more of a resource by the day. Factored into 
Google’s accuracy and consistency system, up-to-date Google+ 
profiles for your locations provide even more exposure.

Review Tracking: Find out what people are saying about your 
business when they say it. Track the five most relevant reviews on 
your page.

Posting: Post directly to Google+ pages through the platform.

Comment From Platform: Be a part of the conversation– respond to 
fan and follower posts and comments directly through the platform.



Social: Reviews

Listen To What Customers Are Saying
Tap into the forum to hear what your customers are saying, and join 
in if you’d like. Survey reviews from all your locations across the 
network and get alerts when a new review is posted. Tracking and 
responding has never been easier.

Exports: Export reviews to measure engagement over time and 
keep your team engaged.

Review Share: Smart sharing for direct communication within your 
team so all your bases are covered.

Review Search: Powerful search to see specific customer feedback 
over time.

Notifications: Real-time alerts let you nimbly review, prioritize,  
and respond at will.



Social

Multi-Page Posting

Multi-Platform Posting

Dynamic Localized Content

Scheduled Posts

Create Local Pages

Delete and Merge Pages

Core Geodata

Cover Photo

Brand Logo

Photo Gallery

Likes Roll-Up

Were Here Tracking

Up to 5 Categories

Hours

Menus

Bios

Calendars

The platform is nothing if not versatile. Posting is a snap, 
whether you’re making a simple update for one location, 
or creating a specific post for an entire region across 
Facebook, Foursquare, and Google+.

No matter how many locations you have, effortlessly post to multiple pages.

Whichever networks you rep, you can reach them all at once.

Location-specific profile fields, like address and phone number, dynamically populate so you can focus 
on creating unique content.

Write posts in advance and set a date and time for them to be published.

It’s not exactly news that Facebook has major reach. That includes local. In fact, it’s captured more than 
13% of local search. Through the platform, you can create and manage Facebook location pages so 
you’re sure to have big presence.

Facebook supports pages for individual locations, providing each locale its own unique identity. You can 
instantly create local pages for your brand locations.

If your brand has multiple locations, our platform identifies existing duplicate pages and seamlessly 
merges them so your house is in order.

Automatically sync 26 core geodata fields, like name and address, that define each unique location.

Upload a 851 x 315 resolution cover photo exclusive to a location, or a uniform image across all your 
pages for brand consistency.

To unify brand identity, cascade your brand logo to local pages from your brand page.

Vibrant 460 x 720 resolution photos give shape to your locations.

Track total “likes” across local pages from all your fans, wherever they are. (Not available in Native 
Insights.)

Ensure your customers check in at the right place. Track Were Here counts across all your local pages. 
(Not available in Native Insights.)

Be a bright red balloon in a haystack: Select up to five categories from our list of 2,500-mapped 
Facebook base.

Knowing when you’re open for business is key. List store hours and update them with ease.

Easily edit fare offerings to whet appetites.

Add a face to your page with Staff Bios

Highlight special events and news.

Posting

Facebook



Social

Products & Services

Lat/Long

Post Stream

Comment from Platform

Track Check-ins

Core Geodata

Categories

Payments

Lat/Long

Tip Alerts

Hours

Foursquare Special Offer 
Integrations

Real-Time Updates

Respond To Tips

Posting

Review Tracking

Elucidate the essence of your business.

Pinpoint locations with precise accuracy.

Review your post history at will.

Be a part of the local conversation (or not): Respond to fan and follower posts and comments directly 
through the platform, or disable comments altogether.

It doesn’t get much more local than Foursquare. Set up 
profiles on the leading location-based social network of 45 
million members finding places they love.

Track Swarm check ins, both by the total amount and by member profile per location.

Automatically sync 26 core geodata fields, like name and address, that define each unique location.

Notice getting noticed: Select up to five categories from our list of 2,500- mapped Foursquare base.

Choose payment methods from major credit cards to wire transfers to invoicing.

Pinpoint locations with precise accuracy.

Hear what customers are saying in real time when they post a tip with alerts–and respond in kind.

Knowing when you’re open for business is key. List store hours and update them with ease.

Create special offers exclusive to Foursquare to attract more visits.

Update essential content and info in real time.

                                

Integrated with the world’s most used search engine, 
Google’s social network is becoming more of a resource by 
the day. Factored into Google’ s accuracy and consistency 
system, up-to-date Google+ profiles for your locations 
provide even more exposure.

Post directly to Google+ pages through the platform.

Find out what people are saying about your business when they say it. Track the five most relevant 
reviews on your page.

Foursquare

Google+



Social

Comment from Platform

 

 
Notifications

Review Share

Exports

Review Search

Be a part of the conversation–respond to fan and follower posts and comments directly through  
the platform.

Real-time alerts let you nimbly review, prioritize, and respond at will.

Smart sharing for direct communication within your team so all your bases are covered.

Export reviews to measure engagement over time and keep your team engaged.

Powerful search to see specific customer feedback over time.

Tap into the forum to hear what your customers are 
saying, and join in if you’d like. Survey reviews from all your 
locations across the PowerListings Network and get alerts 
when a new review is posted. Tracking and responding has 
never been easier.

Reviews


